What can the human spirit accomplish when it looks beyond limitations
and sees possibility and opportunity? What’s the power of hopes and
dreams?
Rich’s story made me want to go climb a mountain!
On September 12, 2011, Rich Dixon climbed onto his specially designed
cycle in remote Lake Itasca State Park in Northern Minnesota. Over the
next eight weeks he pedaled 1500 miles along the Mississippi River to the
Gulf of Mexico—using only his arms.
You can bring this inspirational story to your event.
Your audience will leave inspired, motivated, and ready to pursue big dreams.
I was inspired and motivated by Rich Dixon's story. The world is
a better place because Rich chose to turn tragedy into triumph.
Hal Donaldson,
Founder and President,
Convoy Of Hope

Rich and his wife Becky have extended the “impossible” dream of a single
long distance handcycle ride into a distinctive, highly effective vehicle for
sharing God’s vision to follow big dreams and advocate for justice.
Your audience will be inspired by their 2012-14 projects:

Keynote or conference, workshop or retreat, Rich’s honesty,
vulnerability, and humor connect with listeners. The incredible story
of RICH’S RIDE encourages everyone to confront fear and adversity
and define themselves in terms of possibilities rather than inabilities.
Rich Dixon is more than a survivor. He is a
victor. Difficult circumstances hammered him, but he has
not allowed them to define him. His dream to help others
despite his circumstance generates hope and healing.
Dick Foth, Pastor, Author, Speaker
Following a thirty-five
year career as a
professional educator, Rich brings his blend of personal experience,
practical application, encouragement, and humor to audiences from all
walks of life.
You can bring this inspirational story to your event. Your audience will
leave inspired, motivated, and ready to pursue big dreams.

Rich Dixon is an outstanding communicator. He speaks with the authority of one who faced a huge
wall and scaled it, with a delightful humor that warms and inspires the heart. He's the real deal; any
group will benefit hugely from time spent with him. Jeff Lucas, Pastor, Author, Speaker, Broadcaster
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